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The ftgures in the margin itdicate flta;ll tnorks

for the questians

1. Answer the following questions : Ix7=7

(a) Which quantum nrrmber is not obtained
from the Schr6dinger wave equation?

(b) Why are the line spectra of two elements
not identical?

(c) What is the difference between a
-quantirm 

and a Photon?

(d.) What is the bond order?

(e) What are I and m values of 2P*
electron?
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A What physical rneaning is attributed to
the square of the absolute value of wave

function, lV12?

(g) Write the electronic configuration of F-

2. Answer the following questions :

{b)

(c)

{a) An electron is in a 4f orbital. What
possible values for the quantum
numbers n, l" m and s can it have?

Draw two simple but clear diagrams for
spin angular momentu{n (3) *na Ut"

associate spin magnetic moment fir1 of

cloclnvise and anticlockrvise spinning
electrons.

Draw the kwis structures,- of the
following :

PCls, SF4

(d) Explain why BFs has not diPole

moment, but NH3 has.

2x4:8

5x3=15

photon of

( Continued )

3. Answer any three questions :

(a) What ls tlle enerry of a
wavelength 6000 A?
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What is the main difference between
electromagnetic wave theory and
Planck's quantum theory?

"Electronegativity is not a propert5r of
the isolated atom, but rather a propert5r

of an atom in a molecule." Explain with
suitable example.

(d) Calculate the frequency and enerry of
photon assoeiated with wavelength
580 nrn.

(e) What is effective nuclear charge? How is
it related with screening effect?

A State and explain Pauli's exclusion
principle.

4. Answer any three questions : 1Ox3=3O

(a) Draw the energr-distribution curve
(emissive power vs wavelength) of
black-body radiation for at least four
different temperatures in Kelvin scale

and explain the chief characteristics of
the curve.

(b)

(c)
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:"i(b) ,,' Brplain the following :

i'''' (L) HCI in gaseous state is covalent,
which in the aqueous solution it is
ionic.

(i4 The dipole moment of H-C = C -Cl
:r ' :' carefirliy.

(c) (4 Describe briefly an experimend

:,:.. which demonstrates the wave

r,i :,,., nature of electron.

(ii) Wtrat is the total energ/ of
an electron whose de Broglie

.:i :1r.1i.1 w.avelen€ith is 1.2xL0-8 cm?

(d.) Explain the valence-bond theory of
bonding in Hz rnolecule. Point out the

, rnain limitation of va,lence-bond theory.

(e) (t) Calculate percent ionic character in
HCI rnolecule when the bond
distance in tl-is molecule is 1-275 A
and observed dipole moment value
is 1'O3 D. 

,

(u) Show that the wavelength I
associtted with an electron of mass
m and kinetic energr E is

h
.lzmn
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On the basis of wave mechanics,
explain why s-orbital is spherical
and p-orbital is durnbbell shaped.

Compare and contrast between the
Bohr's theory and the Schrodinger
theory of the ground state of the
hydrogen atom.

***
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